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the growth of the charter school sector in its first few decades has been defined 

by two stages. in the first stage, individual “mom-and-pop” schools dominated  

the landscape. more recently, the most successful of those single-site schools 

replicated and grew into charter management organizations (cmos). Although  

the rise of cmos has enabled a few school networks—such as the knowledge is 

Power Program (kiPP), Achievement First, and Aspire Public Schools—to achieve 

some scale and national renown, many charter markets, especially in noncoastal 

cities, are still dominated by single-site, mom-and-pop schools. 

those who frequent education reform conferences often hear how much leaders 

in city X want to recruit kiPP to their city or funders in city Y want to invest in a 

replication of YeS Prep (in houston) in their city. But the reality is that for most 

cities, a cmo replication strategy is unlikely to either be successful or meet the 

demand in their communities for high-quality seats. Simply put, it is challenging  

to recruit national cmos to new markets, and there are far too few cmos to meet 

the growing demand. As a result, some enterprising cities have embraced a new 

strategy for intentionally building the supply of high-quality new schools: charter 

school incubation. 

charter school incubators are organizations that seek to improve the odds  

that new schools will succeed. they bring some order to the often chaotic, 

random growth of the mom-and-pop–dominated charter scene. incubators recruit, 

competitively select, and support high-quality school founders as they design and 

build new schools in specific communities. By investing in or developing talented 

school leaders and connecting them with local networks of support, incubators 

are betting that they can increase the likelihood that new schools will succeed.

Unlike other charter support organizations, incubators do not serve all who apply; 

they rigorously screen applicants, taking on only the very best. most incubators 

offer some financial support—usually a salary and a benefits package for school 

founders—to woo top talent. in addition, incubators, whose staffs are expert in 
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2 the charter start-up process, provide training or support for leaders as they build 

charter boards, locate and develop facilities, recruit great teachers, and make 

connections with other local funders and stakeholders. 

Why We Need INCubators

the cities for education entrepreneurship trust (cee-trust), the initiative i lead,  

is a network of city-based education reform organizations. during the past couple 

of years, we have built the charter incubation Working Group, which includes 

nearly every geographically focused incubator across the United States, including 

the following:

 ¡ new Schools for new orleans (nSno)

 ¡ new Schools for Baton rouge  

 ¡ the mind trust in indianapolis

 ¡ Get Smart Schools in denver

 ¡ charter School Partners in minneapolis–St. Paul

 ¡ e3 rochester in new York

 ¡ the tennessee charter School incubator in nashville and memphis

 ¡ the teaching trust in dallas

 ¡ rhode island mayoral Academies 

A few other organizations also are involved in incubation. the new York center for 

charter School excellence has helped build the charter market in the largest city 

in the United States. Boston-based Building excellent Schools has partnered with 

some cee-trust incubators to recruit, select, and train their school leaders. in 

addition, many of the top cmos in the United States incubate their own leaders, 

through in-house development programs such as the kiPP Fisher Fellows Program. 

A 2011 policy brief, called Better Choices, explored how charter school incubators 

were accelerating the smart growth of the charter sector (Ableidinger & kowal, 

2011). the brief profiled many of the leading incubators and discussed the ways 

that policymakers at state and federal levels could create better conditions for 

incubators to help start more schools. the authors found that in 2011–12, 

schools operated by the five cmos that were “widely regarded as among the 

sector’s best” served only 61,000 pupils, and in 2009–10, all the cmos put 

together served only 14 percent of all charter school students.
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Although civic leaders in the United States would like nothing more than to be 

able to replicate the schools of kiPP, Achievement First, rocketship education,  

or YeS Prep, the reality is that there are not enough high-quality cmos with the 

massive scaling plans required to meet that demand. cmos will continue to play 

an important role in driving the growth of the charter sector, but civic leaders 

would be wise to consider other ways of driving smart growth. 

hoW INCubators Work

incubators have different theories of change and thus different approaches  

to incubation. the mind trust’s theory of change is that a combination of  

major funding, a landscape filled with top education reform and human capital 

organizations, and a pro-charter state policy environment will attract top talent  

to indianapolis. the mind trust is not interested in developing new leaders  

as much as it is interested in recruiting the best and brightest from across  

the United States. most of its emphasis, then, is placed on designing and 

implementing an extremely selective up-front quality screen. on their applications, 

aspiring school leaders go into great detail about past leadership experience, 

student achievement results at the schools they have worked at, and personal 

qualities and leadership characteristics. A panel of national experts helps 

interview and evaluate the applicants and select the winners. 

in addition to its fellowship program to launch new charter schools, the tennessee 

charter School incubator has developed an incubation program for turnaround 

leaders because of the market opportunity created by the emergence of the  

new tennessee Achievement School district (ASd). ASd provides buildings, 

students, and charter-like freedom; the incubator recruits, selects, and trains  

the turnaround leaders. 

Get Smart Schools and charter School Partners (cSP) focus more on leadership 

development. With more limited funding but a strong university partner, Get Smart 

is tapping into a different talent pool and market segment to develop the next 

generation of charter leaders in denver. cSP in minneapolis–St. Paul, meanwhile, 

is focusing its recruiting on identifying educators who show the potential to develop 

into great school leaders. cSP recruits its fellows both locally and nationally by 

partnering with teach For America, cee-trust, and other organizations. its intensive 

two-year training program for prospective school leaders clearly illustrates the 

intensity of support an incubator can provide aspiring leaders.
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2 the program begins with an intensive summer session that, cSP says, “is designed 

to immerse the Fellows in educational philosophy and design while also giving 

them the foundation in charter school law and operations necessary to begin  

their school creation work in earnest” (charter Schools Program, 2010). in the 

first year of the fellowship, during which fellows earn a salary, each fellow is 

placed in a high-performing charter school in the role of “school improvement 

coordinator” and is responsible for helping to improve the academic growth of 

students. the fellows spend the year learning about several areas of importance, 

such as how to design coursework, apply for grants, and build boards. the fellows 

visit high-performing charters across the United States; recruit and develop 

members for their future schools’ boards, with assistance from cSP; and seek 

input from and build relationships with community members “in order that they 

might build authentic bonds with the families their school will serve” (charter 

Schools Program, 2010). 

in the summer, fellows interview with their boards, which make the ultimate 

decision whether to hire them. if they are hired and receive a charter and  

grant money from certain sources, cSP supports them though a second year  

as they secure facilities, hire and train staff, enroll students, and take university 

courses in school law and finance. Fellows also receive help in growing as leaders, 

developing their boards, strengthening their community ties, and enrolling enough 

students. All told, cSP spends $350,000 per fellow in salary, training, and 

in-kind services. 

the costs of incubation vary by both location and program. the mind trust offers 

up to $1 million and significant local support to competitively selected leadership 

teams that commit to starting new charter school networks in indianapolis. 

other incubators that offer funding make investments between $200,000 and 

$500,000 in individual leaders or teams (Ableidinger, 2011). Some incubators, 

such as Get Smart, do not offer money but maintain university affiliations and 

offer leadership degrees for new school founders or significant in-kind support.

As communities develop their own plans for incubation, they need to carefully 

consider their core theory of change and determine whether (1) their market 

demands the intensive support structure of a cSP-style training program,  

or (2) they would be better served by raising the resources necessary to  

follow the more expensive route of attracting seasoned national talent. 
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PrIme areas of foCus: LessoNs LearNed

the pioneers of charter incubation have learned some important lessons that 

communities interested in incubation should consider. Among existing incubators, 

there is broad agreement that recruitment and selection is—by far—the most 

important (and most difficult) activity. in a September 21, 2012, interview, Greg 

thompson, the chief executive officer of the tennessee charter School incubator, 

said that “it’s all about identifying the best leaders.”

Beyond recruitment and selection, incubators also can act as advocates in the 

charter space, freeing leaders to focus on what matters most. maggie runyan-

Shefa, the chief schools officer of nSno, argued in an interview on September 20, 

2012, that “it’s a value-add when incubators can mitigate against anything that 

takes away from a principal’s ability to focus on staff, students, and families.”

incubators also can play a role in strengthening the policy climate for the charter 

sector. thompson said that in tennessee, “the policy environment was not fertile 

for so long that it was hard to attract talent and grow charters in any significant 

way. We’ve seen charter growth in other states—both good and bad—and we  

saw that those markets were doing well because there were charter support 

organizations in those cities that were training entrepreneurs and providing 

support systems.” 

in indianapolis, the mind trust has supported a stronger charter policy climate to 

make the city and the state more attractive to top charter networks and aspiring 

school leaders. recent reforms include improved funding, stronger authorizer 

accountability, and the launch of a new statewide authorizer that can approve 

multiple schools under a single charter. the mind trust’s charter School incubator 

touts this improved policy environment in its recruiting efforts for new applicants. 

resuLts so far: a sNaPshot from NeW orLeaNs

the literature on incubation is quite limited. in September 2011, Public impact 

produced a paper for the national charter School resource center on charter 

incubation that included snapshots of many incubators affiliated with cee-trust 

(Public impact, 2011). Public impact’s Joe Ableidinger and i also led an 

interactive webinar in September 2011 on the topic for the resource center 

(Gray & Ableidinger, 2011). But there have not been any studies of the impact  

of incubators. incubation is a classic example of why education is a difficult 
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2 social science. there is really no way to do a double-blind study to prove that 

incubation actually increases the likelihood that new schools succeed. Several 

incubators, including the mind trust, cSP, and e3 rochester, are too new to have 

data to analyze.

But early evidence suggests that incubation is a promising strategy. in colorado, 
each of the 11 schools incubated by Get Smart Schools for which there are 
student growth data have outperformed their district averages. eight of these 
schools had higher student proficiency rates than their corresponding local 
public districts (Get Smart Schools, 2011). in new orleans, one of the only 
charter markets that has had an incubator in place for at least five years, 
nSno has incubated the highest performing high school and elementary school  
in the city’s recovery School district (nSno, 2010).

After hurricane katrina obliterated the public school system, new orleans faced 
an urgent need to open a significant number of new schools. many of the highest 
performing district schools converted to charter schools in the aftermath of the 
storm, but neither the newly formed recovery School district nor those existing 
stand-alone schools could meet the city’s need in short order. 

“this was an opportunity to transform the education landscape in new orleans,” 
runyan-Shefa noted in an interview. matt candler, nSno’s first chief executive 
officer, had done work related to school incubation at kiPP and the new York 
center for charter School excellence. nancy euske, who had designed the kiPP 
Fisher Fellows Program, was brought in to design a year-long incubation program 
for new orleans charters.

in its first several years, nSno helped incubate nine new schools, attracted 
several national cmos to new orleans, and supported the expansion of teacher 
pipeline programs, such as teach For America and tntP. As the market share of 
city charters has increased, to three in five public school students, the gap between 
city students overall and their peers statewide has narrowed significantly. in 2012, 
58 percent of new orleans students scored at grade level or better compared 
with 35 percent the year before hurricane katrina (Vanacore, 2012).

the ImPortaNCe of seLeCtIoN

recently, nSno decided to shift its strategy away from incubating and toward 
supporting the replication of existing schools and recruiting national cmos. As 
the charter market in new orleans has matured and a few very high-performing, 
single-site schools have developed aspirations to grow into cmos, there is less  
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of an urgent need to support the launch of significant numbers of new schools. 
But nSno also has been disappointed with the quality of some of the nine schools 
it has incubated. of those, nSno reports that three have been outstanding, one 
has closed, and the rest are somewhere in the middle. interestingly, two of the 
high-performing schools have started to expand, and two others have merged 
with existing cmos.

runyan-Shefa said that in its early years, nSno’s selection procedures were  
not as rigorous. “We didn’t have an influx of talent like we do now. if we still  
did incubation now, we would really beef up the rigor of our selection process, 
because it’s all about finding the right person. the right person grows the right 
teachers” (m. runyan-Shefa, personal communication, September 20, 2012).

Given nSno’s limited success with recruitment and selection, runyan-Shefa said, 
“We weren’t sure that we could compensate and offer enough support to ensure 
that new schools would be high performing. Whereas investing in cmos and 
replication of high-performing single-site schools—those folks could offer what 
schools need.”

runyan-Shefa still believes that incubation can be a good strategy for other 
communities, if the selection process is rigorous. “When you design your 
incubator,” she says, “be sure you have a clear sense of what leadership skills 
and experiences you need prospective school leaders to demonstrate before you 
bring them into the program.”

INCubators aNd future treNds 

As cities such as new orleans prove that vibrant charter districts can drastically 
improve student outcomes, civic leaders and funders in other cities will consider 
ramping up their support for burgeoning charter sectors. existing cmos will help 
meet some of that demand. But if the first generation of incubators can prove  
that incubation ups the chances that new schools will succeed, then incubation 
represents an additional way smart funders will turn dollars into better life 
outcomes for students. 

We expect to see more incubators crop up in cities across the United States. 
cee-trust has advised several new city-based groups on incubator design, and  
we plan to continue offering these services to interested organizations. But a 
confluence of reform trends is emerging that could shake up the incubation 
landscape before it even has a chance to mature. 
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2 the rise of blended-learning schools, which use a mix of technology and face-to-

face instruction to personalize learning for every student, could force incubators 

to rethink their approaches to recruitment, selection, training, and support. 

Schools run by rocketship education, kiPP lA, Aspire Public Schools, and carpe 

diem Schools are demonstrating dramatically new academic and economic 

models that have drawn extensive attention in the past couple of years. 

if blended learning lives up to its promise to improve student outcomes, 

personalize learning, free teachers to focus on higher-order thinking skills, and 

lower schools’ operating costs, then incubators will have to quickly retool and 

determine how they can support the launch of new blended-school models. 

cee-trust will be developing some blended-learning supports for its incubation 

partners in the coming year. And we plan to host six city-based blended-learning 

design workshops in cities that are part of our network. As both blended learning 

and charter school incubation become more ingrained in the education ecosystem, 

we will begin to see a new generation of innovative school models crop up in 

cities across the United States. 

Without incubators, it will likely be impossible to meet the demand for high-quality 

new schools. that is why civic leaders should take a page from the private sector 

playbook. in the private sector, business incubators have long played a critical role 

in developing innovative new businesses. cities interested in building a strong 

supply of new schools should consider developing locally based incubators as  

an investment in the future of their cities. When done right, incubators can help 

launch new schools that will leverage public funding and deliver great results for 

students in perpetuity—a double bottom line any education reformer will love. 
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